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Abstract
Photorespiration is essential for C3 plants but operates at the massive ex-
pense of fixed carbon dioxide and energy. Photorespiration is initiated when
the initial enzyme of photosynthesis, ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/
oxygenase (Rubisco), reacts with oxygen instead of carbon dioxide and pro-
duces a toxic compound that is then recycled by photorespiration. Photores-
piration can be modeled at the canopy and regional scales to determine its
cost under current and future atmospheres. A regional-scale model reveals
that photorespiration currently decreases US soybean and wheat yields by
36% and 20%, respectively, and a 5% decrease in the losses due to photores-
piration would be worth approximately $500 million annually in the United
States. Furthermore, photorespiration will continue to impact yield under
future climates despite increases in carbon dioxide, with models suggesting a
12–55% improvement in gross photosynthesis in the absence of photorespi-
ration, even under climate change scenarios predicting the largest increases
in atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration. Although photorespiration is
tied to other important metabolic functions, the benefit of improving its
efficiency appears to outweigh any potential secondary disadvantages.
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Photosynthetic
conversion
efficiency: the
percentage of total
light energy
intercepted by a leaf
that is present in
biomass produced by
photosynthesis
C3 photosynthesis:
one of three metabolic
pathways for carbon
fixation in
photosynthesis, along
with C4 and
crassulacean acid
metabolism; its
defining first step is
catalyzed by Rubisco
converting CO2 and
RuBP into
3-phosphoglycerate
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INTRODUCTION
Out of a current world population of 7 billion, there are almost 800 million who do not have
enough food to lead a productive life (27). Population growth, increasing global affluence, and the
expanding bioeconomy all require increased agricultural productivity, perhaps by as much as 60–
120%over 2005 levels (3, 75). The problem of insufficient food seems unlikely to improve, because
the current rate of crop productivity improvement is not sufficient to meet the need to double
food production by 2050, as estimated by the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United
Nations (62). The prospect that historically highly successful breeding and agronomic strategies
will not be enough to keep pace with the acceleration of growth in agricultural demand indicates
that additional approaches are needed to mitigate current and future hunger. Although there are
many promising approaches to improving crop yield, increasing photosynthetic efficiency offers
a unique solution that could be applied to a wide range of staple food crops (49, 58).
The efficiency of the photosynthetic conversion of light energy into biomass is surprisingly low
compared with technologies such as photovoltaic solar cells (11). The commonly used silicone-
based solar cell converts 11% of the sun’s energy into electricity, with some multijunction-type
cells converting close to 40% (33). By comparison, photosynthetic conversion efficiency reaches
a theoretical maximum of 4.6% in plants that use C3 photosynthesis, and the highest realized
solar energy conversion efficiencies in the field are less than half this value (88). Although this
comparison is admittedly biased—photosynthetic energy is stored as stable carbohydrates, and the
entire photosynthetic apparatus is self-assembledwith significantly less inputs than are required for
solar cell production—this comparison raises an interesting question: Why is the core conversion
efficiency of photosynthesis so low?
108 Walker et al.
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Ribulose-1,5-
bisphosphate
carboxylase/
oxygenase (Rubisco):
the enzyme that
carries out the first
step of CO2 fixation; it
also catalyzes the
reaction with oxygen
and initiates
photorespiration
Glycolate: the
toxic molecule that is
formed as a result of
the oxygenation of
RuBP catalyzed by
Rubisco and
subsequently recycled
by photorespiration
The theoretical photosynthetic conversion efficiency is limited by a variety of factors, including
the fraction of solar radiation that is photosynthetically active; the fact that photosynthesis is
driven by the energy of red photons despite absorbing mostly higher-energy photons; and, for
C3 plants, photorespiration. Photorespiration is estimated to reduce the theoretically attainable
efficiency of grossC3 photosynthesis by 48% (assuming a carbon dioxide concentration of 380 ppm
and a temperature of 30◦C) (88). However, the actual costs of photorespiration in agricultural
fields in different localities have never been systematically evaluated, nor have the counteracting
effects of increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations and increasing growing-season
temperatures on photorespiration and their projected effects on C3 crop yield been quantitatively
assessed. The response of photorespiration to climate depends on a host of factors, ranging from
the biochemical to the ecophysiological. In this review, we examine the most relevant drivers
for photorespiration, starting with fundamental enzyme kinetics and ending with regional-scale
modeling. We examine these drivers to determine the impact of photorespiration on crop yields
under current and future atmospheres. The costs of photorespiration can then be weighed against
possible mitigation strategies to determine whether such efforts are worth the associated time and
expense.
THE RATES AND ENERGETICS OF PHOTORESPIRATION
Photorespiration begins after the reaction of ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate (RuBP) with oxygen in-
stead of carbon dioxide, which is catalyzed by the enzyme ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/
oxygenase (Rubisco), the primary carboxylating enzyme of C3 photosynthesis. This reaction pro-
duces one molecule of 3-phosphoglycerate and one molecule of phosphoglycolate, the latter of
which is converted to glycolate, which is toxic in the chloroplast and represents a waste of fixed
carbon. Photorespiration detoxifies glycolate and recycles 75% of the carbon into phosphoglycer-
ate, which can reenter the C3 cycle. This recycling releases carbon dioxide and requires ATP and
NADPH, thereby significantly reducing the efficiency of C3 photosynthesis. Rates of oxygenation
and therefore of photorespiration are governed by the reaction kinetics of Rubisco and ambient
atmospheric conditions. The atmosphere has a complex relationship with photorespiration be-
cause Rubisco loses specificity for carbon dioxide relative to oxygen as temperatures increase, thus
increasing the rates of oxygenation, whereas oxygenation decreases as carbon dioxide increases.
Because the specific pathway and genes of photorespiration have been covered extensively in pre-
vious reviews, we highlight only the steps most important to understanding what governs the net
rates and energy demands of photorespiration (32, 56, 68) (Figure 1).
Biochemical Models of Leaf Photosynthesis
Rates of net carbon dioxide assimilation and energy use can be modeled with remarkable accuracy
based on the reaction kinetics of Rubisco for either carbon dioxide or oxygen. The reaction
with oxygen to produce phosphoglycolate is the first step of photorespiration, which ultimately
converts one phosphoglycolate molecule into 0.5 phosphoglycerate molecules at the cost of 0.5
carbon dioxide molecules liberated and 2 NADH equivalents and 3.5 ATP consumed (Figure 1).
The Rubisco kinetics have been combined with the stoichiometry of photorespiratory carbon
dioxide release per Rubisco oxygenation and energy demand to produce a powerful model of
leaf carbon dioxide exchange (76, 79; reviewed in 7). This model represents net carbon dioxide
assimilation (A) according to
A = V c − 0.5V o − Rd, (1)
www.annualreviews.org • The Costs of Photorespiration 109
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Figure 1
The biochemical pathway of photorespiration along with the energy and gas stoichiometry. Photorespiration
is initiated when oxygen is fixed by Rubisco to form P-glycerate and P-glycolate from RuBP. The P-glycerate
enters C3 carbon fixation, but the P-glycolate is dephosphorylated to produce glycolate. The glycolate is
transported to the peroxisome, where it is converted to glycine using an amino group from glutamate.
Ultimately, this glycine is converted to serine, but only one serine is produced for every two glycines, so the
remaining stoichiometry is fractional. The glycine is transported to the mitochondria, where it is deaminated
and decarboxylated before being combined with another glycine to form serine. This reaction releases
0.5 mol CO2 and 0.5 NADH per Rubisco oxygenation. The serine is transported into the peroxisome, where
it is reduced to glycerate by 0.5 NADH. This glycerate is phosphorylated in the chloroplast at the cost of
0.5 ATP and can then enter the C3 cycle. The conversion of the 1.5 P-glycerates produced following
Rubisco oxygenation consumes an additional 2.5 ATP and 1.5 NADPH. An additional 0.5 ATP and 1 Fd
(equivalent to 0.5 NADH) is consumed to refix the deaminated amino group back to glutamate in the
chloroplast. In total, each Rubisco oxygenation consumes 3.5 ATP and 2 NADH equivalents. Abbreviations:
Fd, ferredoxin; 2-OG, 2-oxoglutarate; P-glycerate, phosphoglycerate; P-glycolate, phosphoglycolate; RuBP,
ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate; Rubisco, ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase.
where Rd represents the carbon dioxide release from mitochondrial day respiration and Vc and Vo
represent the rates of Rubisco carboxylation and oxygenation, respectively. Because this model
is mechanistic in basis, it can be applied to leaves exposed to changing temperature and carbon
dioxide, making it an ideal tool for quantitatively understanding the impact of climate on plant
productivity.
This model also enables the calculation of rates of Rubisco oxygenation (Vo) and carboxylation
(Vc) in a given atmosphere frommeasurements of net carbon dioxide gas exchange.Vo andVc help
110 Walker et al.
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Carbon dioxide
photocompensation
point (∗): the CO2
concentration at which
net CO2 fixation
offsets CO2 loss from
photorespiration; this
is an essential
parameter in leaf
models of
photosynthesis
Mesophyll
conductance: CO2
transfer conductance
from the intercellular
air spaces of the leaf
into the chloroplast
quantify the absolute and relative rates of photorespiration under a given condition. For example,
photorespiration is argued to play an essential role in photoprotection when stomata are closed
during drought by providing an alternative sink for electrons when sufficient atmospheric carbon
dioxide is unable to diffuse into the chloroplast (57, 84). Although photorespiration’s role as an
alternative electron sink has been established in many situations, it is still unclear how large of a
role it plays in protecting the photosynthetic apparatus from overreduction during drought and
when it does so. The electron sink size of photorespiration can be surmised quickly from leaf-level
gas exchange under a given condition.Modeled rates of photorespiration can also aid comparisons
among different species under different environmental stress conditions.
Modeling of Vo and Vc uses the basic equation of leaf carbon dioxide gas exchange and Rubisco
specificity for carboxylation relative to oxygenation to determine rates of A (67, 79) (Equation 1).
A key relationship between Vc and A is represented by
V c = A+ Rd1− (∗/Cc) , (2)
where ∗ represents the carbon dioxide photocompensation point and Cc represents the concen-
tration of carbon dioxide at the chloroplast. Equation 2 can be combined with Equation 1 to solve
for Vo according to
V o = A+ Rd(Cc/2∗)− 0.5 . (3)
This modeling requires an assumption of conductance between the intercellular air space and the
chloroplast (i.e., the mesophyll conductance, gm) to calculate Cc from the measured intercellular
carbon dioxide concentration (Ci) according to
Cc = Ci − Agm . (4)
Assumptions concerning the diffusion path of carbon dioxide are important not only for deter-
mining the concentration of carbon dioxide in the chloroplast, but also for understanding the
fate of photorespired carbon. Although carbon dioxide transfer to the chloroplast has generally
been considered to be a single diffusive path, as shown by Equation 4, evidence from photosyn-
thetic isotope discrimination and subambient carbon dioxide concentrations has suggested that
photorespiratory release from the mitochondria could justify a more complicated model (17, 71,
72, 77) (Figure 2). This extended model partitions photorespired carbon loss between reentry
into the chloroplast and release into the intercellular air space. It is still not certain whether such
an extended model is necessary to interpret net carbon dioxide exchange around ambient carbon
dioxide levels, and a recent advance in interpreting measurements of ∗ indicates that the simple
model presented in Equation 4 may explain most of the carbon dioxide transfer to the chloro-
plast, at least in soybean and wheat (81). Because the present model of mesophyll conductance
appears to adequately describe leaf-level gas exchange, it seems reasonable to continue using it for
higher-scale modeling until additional evidence is presented to the contrary.
The Costs of Photorespiration
The biochemistry of photorespiration indicates that it negatively affects net carbon dioxide assim-
ilation by losing fixed carbon and consuming energy in recycling glycolate, but by howmuch does
photorespiration reduce photosynthesis under field growth conditions? The cost of photorespi-
ration depends on its rate. Early attempts to measure photorespiratory loss directly from carbon
dioxide efflux had experimental limitations, but fortunately rates of oxygenation can be reasonably
inferred using leaf models of photosynthesis, as outlined above (67). This modeling revealed that
www.annualreviews.org • The Costs of Photorespiration 111
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Intercellular
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Figure 2
Single and multiple diffusive pathways for CO2 in a plant cell. The path of CO2 diffusion through the cell
can have a significant impact on net CO2 gas exchange, particularly when considering the fate of CO2
released during photorespiration. CO2 diffusion is important for determining the concentration of CO2
around Rubisco in the chloroplast (Cc). This concentration is in turn important because it drives the activity
of Rubisco, and Rubisco kinetics underpin biochemical models of leaf photosynthesis. Cc must be
determined from the CO2 concentration in the intercellular air space (Ci) because this is what is determined
during measurements of leaf gas exchange. Determining Cc from Ci requires considering the diffusive
pathway of CO2 to the chloroplast stroma. In commonly used models of leaf CO2 exchange, only one
diffusive conductance is used (mesophyll conductance, gm), and the CO2 release from photorespiration
implicitly occurs in the same compartment as Rubisco (panel a). This assumption creates a simpler model for
gas exchange but does not take into account that photorespired CO2 may leak directly from the
mitochondria to the intercellular air space. This possibility is considered in recent models that include two
diffusive conductances: one across the cell wall ( gw) and one across the chloroplast ( gc) (panel b). These
models better represent leaf anatomy, but whether the increased completeness is worth the added complexity
is still under debate. Abbreviation: Rubisco, ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase. Figure
adapted from Reference 77; see also References 17, 71, and 72.
at 25◦C and under the then-current ambient carbon dioxide concentration of 350 ppm, photores-
piration loses carbon at ∼26% the rate of net carbon dioxide assimilation. This corresponds to
∼2 Rubisco oxygenations for every 5 carboxylations.
This proportion of carboxylations and oxygenations largely determines the total energy de-
mand of an illuminated leaf because the activity of Rubisco dominates metabolism in terms of
gross flux. As outlined above and in Figure 1, every Rubisco oxygenation consumes 3.5 ATP and
2 NADH equivalents to process the phosphoglycolate and phosphoglycerate into the Rubisco
substrate RuBP. Alternatively, Rubisco carboxylation consumes 3 ATP and 2 NADH equiv-
alents to regenerate the RuBP needed to maintain Rubisco substrate (26). The stoichiometry
outlined above can thus be used to approximate the total energy demand for photorespiration.
This stoichiometry dictates that there are 5 carboxylations for every 7 Rubisco reactions, requir-
ing a total of 15 ATP and 10 NADH equivalents. These 5 carboxylations are accompanied by
2 oxygenations, which require a total of 7 ATP and 4 NADH equivalents. When the total ATP
and NADH equivalent demands are tallied for photorespiration and carbon dioxide fixation, this
suggests that photorespiration consumes 32% of total ATP and 28% of total NADH equiva-
lents in an illuminated C3 leaf under current atmospheric conditions at 25◦C, although this will
vary extensively based on changing environmental conditions, particularly temperature and the
relative concentrations of oxygen and carbon dioxide surrounding Rubisco. The partitioning of
112 Walker et al.
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C4 photosynthesis: a
form of photosynthesis
in which CO2 is
concentrated around
Rubisco, which then
enables more efficient
C3 photosynthesis by
drastically minimizing
oxygenation and
subsequent
photorespiration
Photorespiratory
bypasses: novel
introduced pathways
to detoxify glycolate
that require less energy
or have some other
advantage over native
photorespiration
energy between photosynthesis and photorespiration occurs in very predictable ways, allowing
for the partitioning of electrons, NADPH, and ATP to be modeled under a wide range of en-
vironmental conditions. A Mathematica (85) model visualizing the partitioning of energy into
photosynthesis and photorespiration is available as a Supplemental MaterialCDF file download
(follow the Supplemental Materials link from the Annual Reviews home page at http://www.
annualreviews.org) and at the Wolfram Demonstrations website (http://demonstrations.
wolfram.com/FluxesAndEnergeticsOfPhotosynthesisAndPhotorespiration).
This massive cost of photorespiration in terms of carbon dioxide and energy use highlights
the importance of understanding how it is affected by environmental conditions and the expected
consequences of continuing climate change.Modelingmay help to determine whether the costs of
photorespiration will increase or decrease under future climates and the extent to which changes
might occur, and may help to identify and quantify the major uncertainties in the response of
photorespiration to the changing environment.
The large cost of photorespiration has also justifiedmajor efforts to increase net photosynthesis
by reengineering photorespiration. One approach to minimize photorespiratory loss is to reduce
the number of initial Rubisco oxygenation reactions. This is being attempted both by optimizing
the Rubisco reaction kinetics and by increasing the carbon dioxide concentration around Rubisco
by introducingC4 photosynthesis in rice (36, 83). Another approach is to reengineer photorespira-
tion itself by introducing novel metabolic pathways that use less energy and release photorespired
carbon dioxide in the chloroplast, where it can be refixed more efficiently by Rubisco (40, 50,
51, 60). Despite reports of improvements to photosynthetic performance, these photorespiratory
bypasses have not been thoroughly validated or tested under field conditions, and recent modeling
work indicates that their expected benefit may be limited (86).
Given the amount of time it will take to reengineer crop plants to reduce the costs of photores-
piration as well as the rising atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide, which mitigate pho-
torespiration, is doing so even worth the investment of time and resources? The answer depends
on a variety of factors, including actual future carbon dioxide concentrations and temperatures.
This question also must be addressed in a way that accounts for field-scale processes, which are
highly dynamic and can include a multitude of microenvironments within a single canopy that
affect photorespiration. Fortunately, biochemical models of leaf photosynthesis can be placed in a
complex environmental context to estimate both the current and future costs of photorespiration
at field and regional levels.
THE RESPONSE OF PHOTORESPIRATION TO THE ENVIRONMENT
To quantify and scale the response of photorespiration to field conditions, it is important to
quantify how plants respond to rapidly changing environmental factors. Three interconnected
environmental factors that affect photorespiration are carbon dioxide concentration, temperature,
and water relations. The following sections examine carbon dioxide concentration and tempera-
ture, with water relations discussed throughout in the context of these two factors.
The Response of Photorespiration to Carbon Dioxide
Rates of photorespiration respond to changes to the carbon dioxide concentration in the chloro-
plast around Rubisco (Cc), which can be quite dynamic during a day and across a season and which
has been rising since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution owing to increases in atmospheric
carbon dioxide. Although photorespiration is also sensitive to changes of oxygen concentration,
these concentrations change only over geological time, whereas carbon dioxide concentrations
www.annualreviews.org • The Costs of Photorespiration 113
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Boundary layer:
the layer of still air
surrounding a leaf that
forms a resistance to
CO2 and water flux
into and out of the
intercellular air space
Stomatal
conductance:
the resistance to CO2
diffusion from the
leaf surface to the
intercellular air space
imposed by diffusion
through the stomata
fluctuate rapidly (10, 70). Assuming oxygen concentrations are constant, changes in Cc directly
affect the ratio of Vc to Vo, resulting in direct changes in A (Equations 2 and 3). Because Cc is de-
fined as the carbon dioxide concentration in the chloroplast, determining the substrate availability
for photosynthesis requires knowing the diffusion path of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere to
inside the chloroplast.
There are three major barriers to carbon dioxide flux from the air outside the leaf into the
chloroplast: (a) the boundary layer of air that surrounds the leaf, (b) stomatal conductance, and
(c) mesophyll conductance. Because the boundary layer of air around the leaf is relatively still com-
pared with the turbulent mixing that dominates the rest of the atmosphere, carbon dioxide must
diffuse through this boundary (18). Carbon dioxide diffusion through an unmixed boundary layer
of air is much slower than transport through air that is mixed, resulting in lower conductances
for carbon dioxide through the boundary layer. The carbon dioxide conductance is lower when
the boundary layer is thick, and its thickness depends primarily on wind speed and leaf morphol-
ogy. The boundary layer is an important limitation in canopy photosynthesis but has often been
ignored in leaf-level models used to determine carbon dioxide exchange between the leaf and the
atmosphere (20). The boundary layer can decrease the carbon dioxide available to Rubisco by
as much as 50% and thereby increase photorespiration while decreasing Rubisco carboxylation,
resulting in a 30% decrease in net photosynthesis (16).
Once carbon dioxide has reached the leaf surface, it must then enter the leaf via the stomata.
Stomatal conductance depends on a host of physiological and environmental factors and imposes
significant limitations on carbon dioxide transport into the leaf intercellular air space and subse-
quent rates of photosynthesis (2). When plants are grown under elevated carbon dioxide, stomatal
conductance decreases, somewhat buffering the expected increases in net photosynthesis by im-
peding carbon dioxide transfer into the intercellular air space. However, despite this response, the
limitation imposed by the stomata is generally lower in elevated carbon dioxide (8). Nevertheless,
a consequence of this carbon dioxide–induced reduction in stomatal conductance, concomitant
with an increase in A, is improved water use efficiency (1, 2, 45). Stomatal conductance is similarly
sensitive to short-term changes (minutes) in carbon dioxide, as demonstrated by numerous em-
pirical observations (6, 52). The sensitivity of stomatal conductance does not appear to be linked
directly to photorespiration, because conductances are unaffected when photorespiration is altered
by the oxygen concentration under a range of carbon dioxide concentrations and light intensi-
ties (15). This suggests that future changes in photorespiration brought about by environmental
changes or transgenic manipulations would probably not affect the relationship between stomatal
conductance and carbon dioxide concentration in the short term, but the prospects for longer-
term acclimation are unclear because the modeling cannot represent longer-term acclimations
that have not yet been characterized physiologically.
Mesophyll conductance represents the third resistance to carbondioxide diffusion to the chloro-
plast, increasing photorespiration by lowering Cc compared with a hypothetical situation in which
the mesophyll conductances were infinite (30). Whereas an increased stomatal conductance also
increases carbon dioxide delivery to the chloroplast and subsequent photosynthesis, an increased
stomatal conductance does so at the cost of increased water loss through the stomata. This trade-
off between photosynthesis and water loss is evident, for example, across eight wheat cultivars
in which higher yield and photosynthetic rates correlated with increased stomatal conductance
and water loss (29). Water loss through the stomata is driven by the large difference in water
potential between a dry atmosphere and the intercellular air space, which is generally assumed to
be saturated. Water loss is thought not to occur to the same degree across the cell wall, because
there would be no water potential gradient between saturated air in the intercellular air space and
within the cell. Therefore, increases in mesophyll conductance may be able to increase carbon
114 Walker et al.
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Vapor pressure
deficit: the difference
in water partial
pressures between the
atmosphere and the
intercellular air space
that drives water loss
in leaves
dioxide delivery without resulting in increased water loss, thereby increasing water use efficiency
(30).
The carbon dioxide concentration also has a direct effect on Rubisco function and quantity.
Rubisco content and expression inmajor C3 crops decreases when plants are grown under elevated
carbon dioxide (8, 23, 54, 63). Additionally, the carbon dioxide level can affect how much of the
Rubisco is active: The activation state of Rubisco decreased with carbon dioxide concentration
in sweet potato (19). The activation state also decreased with temperature above the thermal
optimum at each measurement of carbon dioxide concentration in these experiments, likely be-
cause of the limited thermotolerance of Rubisco activase, a vital chaperone for Rubisco activity
(66). Despite this relationship between Rubisco activation state and temperature, it is still debated
whether this results directly in the decrease in photosynthetic rate at elevated temperature or leads
to other limitations becoming more dominant (65, 66). Changes in Rubisco quantity or activation
state affect absolute rates of Vo but have only a slight impact on the Vo/Vc ratio under identical
atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations. These small differences in Vo/Vc arise not from di-
rect changes to the reaction kinetics of Rubisco, but rather because different rates of A produce
different drawdowns between the atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration, Ci, and Cc but do
not significantly affect oxygen concentrations.
The Response of Photorespiration to Temperature
Temperature affects photorespiration by directly changing the kinetics and activity of Rubisco. As
temperature increases, the Rubisco specificity for carbon dioxide relative to oxygen decreases (4,
9, 80), resulting in a higher Vo/Vc ratio for a given carbon dioxide concentration. Additionally, the
maximum rate of Rubisco oxygenation and carboxylation (Vomax and Vcmax, respectively) increases
with temperature, meaning that both the absolute rates of Vomax and Vcmax and the Vomax/Vcmax
ratio increase with temperature until Rubisco or Rubisco activase becomes thermosensitive.
Stomatal conductance is also sensitive to the vapor pressure deficit of water between the leaf
and the atmosphere. Because this deficit increases exponentially with temperature, stomatal con-
ductance is also sensitive to temperature. Such decreases of stomatal conductance further increase
the impact of temperature on photorespiration. The relationship between stomatal conductance
and temperature through changes in vapor pressure deficit is often quantified through a semi-
empirical relationship (6). This relationship also considers leaf water balance in modeling the
impact of environmental factors on stomatal conductance, and predicts that increasing tempera-
ture and decreasing water availability serve to decrease stomatal conductance. A reduced stomatal
conductance impedes carbon dioxide transfer to Rubisco, thereby increasing Vo and Vo/Vc.
Mesophyll conductance has a less well-defined and validated response to temperature. Mes-
ophyll conductance was originally shown to increase with temperature in tobacco (9), but sub-
sequent studies found that the temperature response of mesophyll conductance is not consistent
among species (78, 80).These experiments suggest thatmesophyll conductance generally increases
with temperature in warm-adapted plants but remains fairly constant in more temperate-adapted
species. This means that mesophyll conductance becomes less of an impedance to carbon dioxide
transfer and subsequent rates of photosynthesis with increasing temperature in some species as
compared with others. Of the agronomically important species described so far, mesophyll con-
ductance increases with temperature in rice (2% per degree Celsius increase between 20◦C and
35◦C) and soybean (3% per degree Celsius) but remains fairly constant in wheat (<1% per degree
Celsius). Earth system models of photosynthesis have recently reemphasized the importance of
mesophyll conductance in leafmodels of photosynthesis (69). Although there is a growing recogni-
tion of the need to considermesophyll conductance inmodels of photosynthesis, it remains difficult
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MLCan: a multilayer
canopy model that
integrates above- and
belowground
ecophysiology and
biochemistry to
simulate
photosynthetic CO2
assimilation
Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC): a
scientific organization
created to assess “the
scientific, technical
and socio-economic
information relevant
to understanding the
scientific basis of the
risk of human-induced
climate change” (37)
to measure, and there are few data broadly characterizing the temperature responses of different
species and the acclimation of mesophyll conductance to growth carbon dioxide and temperature.
CANOPY-SCALE MODELS OF PHOTORESPIRATION
The mechanistic leaf model of photosynthesis discussed above can accurately predict the rates
of photosynthesis and photorespiration for a given set of environmental conditions. However,
numerous challenges are associated with trying to predict the environmental conditions that exist
within a complex plant canopy. Light, carbon dioxide, temperature, vapor pressure deficit, and a
range of other micrometeorological variables change from the air space immediately above a plant
canopy to each point within a plant canopy (39). As most of these variables influence photorespira-
tion directly or indirectly, the accuracy of canopymodels for predicting rates of photorespiration is
limited to the biophysical models that account for within-canopy gradients of thesemeteorological
factors. The most recent canopy and ecosystem models are based on well-established biophysical
relationships between plants and their environment. For the simulations described below, we used
a well-validated multilayer canopy model, MLCan, to scale photorespiration to the canopy (24,
25). We then scaled photorespiration regionally using an alternative well-validated model to esti-
mate current and future potential costs of photorespiration to the most important C3 agronomic
species grown in the United States. We consider these costs in terms of both the energy required
for photorespiration (ATP and NADH equivalents) and the actual monetary costs, measured as a
function of yield loss.
THE FUTURE OF PHOTORESPIRATION
What Future Conditions Can We Expect?
The composition of trace gases in the atmosphere, most notably carbon dioxide, and concomitant
changes in the atmosphere have already occurred and are expected to accelerate in the future
owing to anthropogenic greenhouse gas emission (38). The future climate scenarios are based on
a range of social and political predictions. We input the least and most aggressive climate change
scenarios from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report
(38) to determine the potential impact of atmospheric and climatic changes on photorespiration
into leaf-, canopy-, and regional-scale models (Table 1). The most aggressive climate change
scenario [representative concentration pathway (RCP) 8.5] has a mean prediction of a 600-ppm
increase in carbon dioxide concentration accompanied by a 3.7◦C increase in temperature by
2114, and the least aggressive scenario (RCP 2.6) has a mean prediction of a 50-ppm increase in
carbon dioxide concentration accompanied by a 1.0◦C increase in temperature by that same year.
These two scenarios provide the upper and lower predictions, respectively, for potential changes
in photorespiration.
Table 1 Current and future predictions of mean global CO2 and temperatures according to the
IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (38)
Scenario Ambient CO2 Temperature increase Average model temperature
Current conditions 400 ppm 0.0◦C 22.4◦C
RCP 2.6 450 ppm 1.0◦C 23.4◦C
RCP 8.5 1,000 ppm 3.7◦C 26.1◦C
RCP values are for the year 2114. Abbreviations: IPCC, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change; RCP, representative
concentration pathway.
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A Mechanistic Leaf Photosynthesis Model to Predict Rates of Photorespiration
The leaf photosynthesis model used for this review computes A as a function of photosynthetic
carbon uptake, photorespiratory carbon loss, and respiratory carbon loss. This model is the
backbone for most models of photosynthesis and productivity, ranging from the plant to the
ecosystem and beyond. Even with a generic parameterization, it can reasonably predict net
assimilation, making it a useful tool for demonstrating the potential energetic costs of photores-
piration. As a way to demonstrate the role of atmospheric and climatic changes in net carbon
assimilation and the partitioning of absorbed energy to photorespiration, we also developed
a Mathematica-based tool (85) to allow direct manipulation of key environmental factors
associated with leaf-level carbon assimilation (available as a Supplemental Material CDF file
download and at the Wolfram Demonstrations website; http://demonstrations.wolfram.com/
ModelingLeafPhotosynthesisAndPhotorespirationInCurrentAndFut). This demonstration
illustrates one way that models in general can be packaged into an accessible format, a critical
need as models play a growing role in understanding and scaling plant biology. More critically, it
provides a direct way to understand how key environmental variables can drive significant changes
in net carbon assimilation, which is important when considering the role that this leaf-level
mechanistic model plays in predicting changes at the canopy and regional scales presented below.
A Multilayer Canopy Model of Photorespiration
We used the IPCC-based climate change scenarios and field data from the Bondville, Illinois,
AmeriFlux eddy covariance site measured during the 2002, 2004, and 2006 growing seasons
(available from the AmeriFlux Database; http://ameriflux.lbl.gov/data/download-data) to pa-
rameterize a multilayer canopy-soil-root systems model (MLCan) (24). This model couples the
biochemical descriptions of leaf photosynthesis with canopy- and soil-level environmental bio-
physics to enable a robust mechanistic understanding of field-scale processes (24).We applied this
model to a canopy of soybean as a representative C3 species in order to illustrate season-long and
diurnal changes in photorespiration in response to the scenario-dependent changes in ambient
carbon dioxide and temperature.
We made several minor amendments to MLCan to better focus on the impact of changes
in carbon dioxide and temperature on photorespiration, and included a component to describe
the effects of temperature on mesophyll conductance, given the recent demonstrations of the
importance of these effects (69). We assumed that mesophyll conductance increased with tem-
perature according to the tobacco temperature response (9). To remove the modeled impact of
photorespiration on net photosynthesis, we changed the atmospheric oxygen concentration from
21% to 0%. The model, run with and without photorespiration, provided an approximation of
how much photorespiration will affect net carbon dioxide assimilation and, by extension, final
crop yield within the above-described IPCC scenarios. (For the model code, please contact the
corresponding author.)
The Impact of Future Climates on Photorespiration Predicted
from Multilayer Canopy Modeling
ParameterizingMLCan with three years of soybean field data produced a typical diurnal response
of photosynthesis (Figure 3a). Integrating the diurnal response over the whole day resulted in a
total diurnal assimilation at the current atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration and temper-
ature of ∼160 mmol CO2 m−2 day−1 (Figure 3a). This integral of photosynthesis increased to
168 and 241 mmol CO2 m−2 day−1 under the RCP 2.6 and 8.5 scenarios, respectively. These
www.annualreviews.org • The Costs of Photorespiration 117
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Figure 3
Current and future modeling of (a) diurnal net CO2 assimilation and average PAR (red line), (b) diurnal
chloroplastic CO2 concentration (Cc), and (c) the percent increase of gross CO2 assimilation predicted to
occur with a complete suppression of Rubisco oxygenation, resulting in no photorespired CO2 or energy
consumption. Shown are averaged diurnal canopy-level responses from models parameterized with field data
from Bondville, Illinois, during the 2002, 2004, and 2006 growing seasons, assuming CO2 concentrations
and temperatures under current conditions (400 ppm, no change in air temperature), IPCC scenario RCP
2.6 (450 ppm, +1◦C), and IPCC scenario RCP 8.5 (1,000 ppm, +3.7◦C). Abbreviations: IPCC,
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change; PAR, photosynthetically available radiation; RCP,
representative concentration pathway; Rubisco, ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase.
modeled results suggest that the RCP 2.6 and 8.5 scenarios will result in a total stimulation of
net photosynthesis by 5% and 50%, respectively. As photosynthetic rates increased from current
conditions to the RCP 8.5 scenario, drawdown of chloroplastic carbon dioxide concentrations
relative to the simulated atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration also increased (Figure 3b).
This drawdown shows a diurnal trend that follows the availability of light energy provided by the
sun (Figure 3a,b) and is exaggerated as photosynthetic rates increase.
Removing photorespiration from the model led to a substantial improvement in gross carbon
dioxide assimilation that ranged from 12% to 55% depending on the time of day and climate
change scenario (Figure 3c). This improvement was greatest when assuming current atmospheric
conditions and least when assuming the aggressive changes predicted by RCP 8.5. The extent
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of the improvement showed a diurnal trend as well, with the maximum benefit found during
midday, when net photosynthesis is at its highest rate. This higher benefit arises from the increased
photorespiration that results from the large drawdown in carbon dioxide in the chloroplast when
plants are maximally photosynthetic and the ratio of carbon dioxide to oxygen is lowest. The
largest net benefit of removing photorespiration was found under current climates, with an∼50%
increase in net photosynthesis during peak photosynthetic rates (Figure 3). The benefit of fully
suppressing photorespiration was only slightly decreased under RCP 2.6 (a 48% improvement)
and was the least assuming RCP 8.5 (a 23% improvement). This demonstrates that even though
future climates will progressively lessen the energy loss from photorespiration, it will continue to
be an inefficient process in C3 species.
The change in the energetic cost of photorespiration as atmospheric and climatic changes
progress is further reflected in the amount of total cellular ATP andNADHequivalents consumed
by photorespiration under each IPCC scenario. Under the current 400-ppm carbon dioxide con-
centration and the temperatures input from the model validation site, ∼40% of ATP produced
during peak canopy photosynthesis was consumed by photorespiration (Figure 4a). This percent-
age of ATP loss to photorespiration is larger than that inferred from the leaf-level gas exchange
alone described above (32%), illustrating the importance of placing leaf-scale processes into an
ecophysiological context to determine the impact on crop growth. The differences between rates
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Figure 4
Current and future modeling of (a) diurnal ATP and (b) diurnal NADPH costs of photorespiration expressed
as percentages of total demand. Shown are averaged diurnal responses from models parameterized with field
data from Bondville, Illinois, during the 2002, 2004, and 2006 growing seasons, assuming CO2
concentrations and temperatures under current conditions (400 ppm, no change in field temperature), IPCC
scenario RCP 2.6 (450 ppm, +1◦C), and IPCC scenario RCP 8.5 (1,000 ppm, +3.7◦C). Abbreviations:
IPCC, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change; RCP, representative concentration pathway.
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Agro-IBIS
(Integrated
BIosphere
Simulator,
agricultural version):
a comprehensive
model that integrates
land and ecosystem
processes and can be
used to understand the
impact of climate on
crop yield
of simulated energy use in laboratory and field-scale experiments arise from the generally higher
temperatures experienced in the field as well as decreased Ci driven by lower stomatal conduc-
tance under water-limiting conditions. The percentage of the ATP demand of photorespiration
decreased only slightly with the assumptions of RCP 2.6, and even under the assumptions of RCP
8.5, photorespiration consumed ∼30% of ATP produced. NADH-equivalent consumption was
similarly affected, with ∼30% of NADH-equivalent production supporting photorespiration un-
der current conditions and the RCP 2.6 assumptions and ∼20% under the RCP 8.5 assumptions.
The massive photorespiratory demand for ATP and NADH equivalents in C3 plants illustrates
the scale of the energy requirement of photorespiration. The energy demand for photorespiration
is high even under the most aggressive assumptions of increased carbon dioxide, in part because of
the attendant increase in temperature, again indicating that photorespirationwill continue to be an
important process reducing photosynthetic efficiency in C3 species for at least the next 100 years.
The Impact of Temperature on Carbon Dioxide Conductances
The multilayer canopy modeling also illustrates a notable interaction between temperature and
carbon dioxide conductance through the stomata and mesophyll, which affects rates of photores-
piration. Although stomatal conductance decreases with scenario temperature, mesophyll con-
ductance increases (Figure 5). This means that stomatal limitations on photosynthesis should
increase more with temperature than mesophyll limitations on photosynthesis. This trend will be
prominent in warm-adapted crops such as rice and soybean, which show increases in mesophyll
conductance with temperature, but will also occur in other crops even if mesophyll conductance
remains constant with temperature (78). Additionally, decreases in stomatal conductance reduce
water loss at a given temperature at the expense of carbon dioxide transfer to the intercellular
air space, but changes in mesophyll conductance are not expected to have the same relationship
with water loss (30). This means that, all other factors being the same, plants with a mesophyll
conductance that increases with temperature should have a greater water use efficiency under
warmer climates than plants in which mesophyll conductance does not change or decreases with
increasing temperature.
The Impact of Photorespiration on Current and Future Yields
at Regional Scales
Estimating current and future yields accurately from meteorological data and climate predictions
involves many uncertainties and is an evolving science. However, even simple environmental
factors—especially growing-season temperature—can account for much of the variation in crop
yield (46–48). In this context, it is valuable to evaluate how photorespirationwill affect future yields
in light of the counteracting influences of rising temperature and rising carbon dioxide even while
recognizing that other factors, such as water availability, would alter the quantitative outcome.
We conducted simulations in a process-based agroecosystem model, Agro-IBIS (Integrated
BIosphere Simulator, agricultural version) (31, 44), with and without oxygen to estimate the im-
pact of photorespiration onmajorC3 crops in theUnited States (for a description of our Agro-IBIS
simulation methodology, see the online Supplemental Appendix). Agro-IBIS simulates the bio-
geochemical cycles and biophysical processes associated with the production and management of
most major US crops (42). Carbon and water exchange are simulated on an hourly time step based
on a biophysical/biochemical approach that includes the C3 and C4 photosynthetic pathways and
leaf physiology (20, 28) as well as canopy scaling (73, 74). Limitations are imposed on photosynthe-
sis by modifying the carboxylation efficiency when the nitrogen availability is suboptimal (22, 43).
120 Walker et al.
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Figure 5
Current and future modeling of (a) diurnal canopy temperature, (b) diurnal stomatal conductance ( gs), and 
(c) diurnal mesophyll conductance ( gm). Shown are averaged diurnal responses from models parameterized 
with field data from Bondville, Illinois, during the 2002, 2004, and 2006 growing seasons, assuming CO2 
concentrations and temperatures under current conditions (400 ppm, no change in field temperature), IPCC 
scenario RCP 2.6 (450 ppm, +1◦C), and IPCC scenario RCP 8.5 (1,000 ppm, +3.7◦C). Abbreviations: 
IPCC, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change; RCP, representative concentration pathway.
This regional modeling reveals the cost of photorespiration to major midwestern US C3 crops 
in terms of average yield and total production. Photorespiration decreased US soybean and wheat 
production by 36% and 20%, respectively, under current climates (Table 2). This decrease in
production translates to a total loss of 148 trillion calories, or enough to meet the daily dietary 
requirements of an additional 203 million people for a year. The consequences of photorespi-
ration are predicted to remain high under the IPCC climate change scenarios: Under RCP 2.6,
photorespiration reduced total calories from soybean and wheat by 27% and 19%, respectively, and 
RCP 8.5 led to reductions of 16% and 8%, respectively. To isolate the effects of photorespiration
and minimize agronomic factors such as soil fertility, we also conducted simulations assuming 
optimal nitrogen fertilizer application (i.e., no nitrogen limitation on photosynthetic capacity)
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Table 2 Modeled production gain to eliminate photorespiration under current and future climates for the top US C3 crops
With PR Without PR
Crop Current conditions RCP 2.6 RCP 8.5 Current conditions RCP 2.6 RCP 8.5
Average yield (bu/ac)
Soybean 37.8 44.6 63.4 65.7 66.3 78.0
Wheat 39.1 42.8 60.0 48.8 52.7 65.3
Total production (Gbu)
Soybean 2.35 2.71 3.78 3.70 3.74 4.50
Wheat 1.87 2.02 2.81 2.33 2.49 3.07
Total calories (TC)
Soybean 211 243 339 332 335 404
Wheat 111 120 167 138 148 182
Total 322 363 506 470 483 586
Loss to PR 31% 25% 14% NA
Calculations are based on the expected increase in gross CO2 assimilation if there were no O2 fixation by Rubisco. Shown are the results using 100 years of
climate input (from 1900 to 2000), giving the average yield in mean bushels per acre (bu/ac), the total production in billions of bushels (Gbu), and the total
dietary calories produced in trillions of calories (TC). Additional abbreviations: NA, not applicable; PR, photorespiration; RCP, representative
concentration pathway.
International dollar:
a hypothetical
currency with the same
purchasing power as a
US dollar between the
years 1990 and 2000; it
is commonly used to
benchmark global
economic impacts
Price elasticity:
a measure used in
economics to quantify
how much the price of
something will change
with a given change in
supply
(Figure 6). Under these conditions, photorespiration may have a larger cost, especially in wheat,
although that is predicted to be of diminishing importance under the RCP 2.6 and 8.5 scenarios.
The reduction in crop production caused by photorespirationwas not constant across themajor
crop-producing areas of theUnited States (Figure 6). Photorespiration caused larger relative yield
decreases in the warmer, southern portions of the US soybean production areas, with relative yield
reductions of 50% or more (e.g., 40 as opposed to 80 bushels per acre), and smaller decreases in
the higher-latitude portions (Figure 6). This pattern aligns well with the temperature dependence
of Rubisco oxygenation versus carboxylation discussed above. This simulation also illustrates that
the future impact of photorespiration is highly specific to region and atmospheric conditions. For
example, under RCP 2.6, North Dakota has yield reductions due to photorespiration of 30–40%,
whereas under RCP 8.5, this reduction is approximately 20%.
Although it is unrealistic to expect an engineering solution to entirely eliminate the wastes of
photorespiration indicated above, the scale of these wastes indicates that even a marginal improve-
ment could translate to significant gains in productivity and crop value. For example, if we assume
that the efficiency of photorespiration could be improved in a way that reduces total loss by only
5%, the result would be an additional 68 million bushels of soybean and 23 million bushels of
wheat annually under current atmospheric conditions. These additional bushels of soybean and
wheat would have a value of almost $540 million in international dollars, assuming 2012 global
prices and production and the price elasticities of major commodity grain crops (53). Current
work indicates that engineered photorespiratory pathways could lead to similar modest improve-
ments to photosynthesis. For example, modeling indicates that a photorespiratory bypass utilizing
the chloroplastic conversion of glycolate to glycerate could lead to an 8% increase in net carbon
dioxide assimilation by reducing the energy demands of photorespiration and increasing internal
refixation of released carbon dioxide (86).
These simulations are intended to give mechanistically based estimates of the cost of photores-
piration over a major crop production area. In doing so, we made some simplifying assumptions
about agronomic factors (e.g., in the case of Figure 6, we assumed that cultivar selection did not
122 Walker et al.
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Figure 6
Simulated soybean relative yield loss [(no photorespiration − photorespiration)/photorespiration] caused by photorespiration assuming
CO2 concentrations and temperatures under (a) current conditions (400 ppm, no change to field temperature), (b) IPCC scenario RCP
2.6 (450 ppm, +1◦C), and (c) IPCC scenario RCP 8.5 (1,000 ppm, +3.7◦C). Abbreviations: IPCC, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change; RCP, representative concentration pathway.
change with changes in growing-season growing degree days and that fertilizer application was
optimal). We also made physiologically relevant assumptions about acclimation of photosynthesis
(5), with no acclimation assumed in either set of simulations. Process-basedmodels such as the one
used here are also not yet as capable of simulating stresses on sink-related processes (i.e., seed abor-
tion) as they are in terms of source processes (i.e., photosynthesis). An additional set of simulations
using the conditions imposed in an outdoor, free-air carbon dioxide and temperature enrichment
(550 ppm and 3.5◦C, respectively) predicted an∼15% increase in US soybean yields, whereas ob-
servational studies indicated that a reduction in yield is more likely under these conditions owing
to the effects of temperature on other, primarily reproductive, processes (e.g., 64). Nevertheless,
regardless of actual future yields, the proportion of photorespiratory loss should be similar because
factors such as seed abortion do not affect the ratio of photorespiration to photosynthesis.
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PHOTORESPIRATION AND NITRATE ASSIMILATION
The regional-scale simulations presented abovepredict a decrease inphotosynthesiswhennitrogen
fertilization is suboptimal. The problem of nitrogen availability may increase as photorespiration
decreases in future climates because photorespiration and nitrate assimilation appear to be related
at the leaf level. This relationship is most firmly established in Arabidopsis and wheat, where
increases in carbon dioxide or decreases in oxygen decrease rates of both nitrate uptake and
assimilation (13, 61). This decrease in nitrate assimilation may affect growth and explain why
many C3 crops and tree species grow more slowly under elevated carbon dioxide when supplied
only with nitrate (12). The inhibition of nitrate assimilation by elevated carbon dioxide is not seen
in maize, which lacks significant rates of photorespiration owing to the C4 carbon-concentrating
mechanisms, further suggesting that this relationship is related to photorespiration and not a
secondary effect of carbon dioxide or oxygen (21). These observations at the plant level suggest
that rates of nitrate assimilation are correlated with the ratio of photorespiration to carbon dioxide
assimilation.
Recently, evidence for this relationship between photorespiration and nitrate assimilation was
observed on a field scale from archived samples of wheat grown under free-air carbon dioxide
enrichment (14). These experiments revealed that wheat grown under high carbon dioxide levels
has increased amounts of free nitrate and decreased ratios of organic 15N and 15NO−3 . Both of
these observations can be explained by decreased nitrate assimilation relative to uptake when
photorespiration is reduced. Interestingly, the percentage of total nitrogen is not significantly
affected by this apparent reduction in nitrate assimilation.
The mechanism linking nitrate assimilation to photorespiration is unknown. Studies have sug-
gested that nitrate reduction in the cytosol is limited by reductant availability and that photores-
piration provides reductant for nitrate assimilation by shuttling malate through the cytosol (32,
34). Similarly, nitrate reduction could serve to consume excess electrons when the ATP:NADPH
demand from the primary metabolism is higher than what is produced from the light reactions of
photosynthesis (82). Such energy balancing between supply and demand is important to prevent
photoinhibition of the light reactions, although other means of balancing the ATP/NADPH pro-
duction ratio, such as photosystem I cyclic electron transport and the water-water cycle, are well
established (41, 59, 87).
Irrespective of the mechanism, studies have suggested that the primary relationship between
nitrate assimilation and photorespiration explains the growth acclimation of C3 plants to high
carbon dioxide (14, 32). This acclimation results in long-term growth and reduced photosynthetic
rates relative to the initial response to elevated carbon dioxide. Under this hypothesis, reductions
in nitrate assimilation inhibit plant growth and photosynthesis owing to the decrease of available
organic nitrogen. It has been established that nitrate assimilation decreases with photorespiration,
but whether this decrease is large enough to affect growth under field conditions remains unclear.
Although the reduction in nitrate assimilation in wheat was a pronounced 20–56% under elevated
carbon dioxide concentrations (720 ppm, comparedwith 380 ppm in the baseline conditions), these
measurements were performed under low-nitrogen hydroponic conditions that were presumably
optimized to measure the response of nitrate assimilation to carbon dioxide and oxygen (13). It
is not clear that wheat grown in the field experienced a similar decrease in nitrate assimilation,
especially because total nitrogen concentrations were unaffected by an elevated carbon dioxide
concentration (548 ppm, compared with 363 ppm in the baseline conditions) (14). This area
of research clearly merits additional work because of its potential relationship to primary plant
growth and seed nutritional content under changing climates and atmospheres (55).
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DOES PHOTORESPIRATION HAVE OTHER ESSENTIAL
METABOLIC ROLES?
The relationship between photorespiration and nitrate assimilation and the role of photorespi-
ration in photoprotection have led some to question whether photorespiration is necessary for
healthy plant growth. In addition to playing a role in nitrate assimilation and photoprotection,
photorespiration is likely the primary source of one-carbon metabolites (such as formate) in C3
plants (35). Although photorespiration appears to have been co-opted into several important as-
pects of primary metabolism, it does not appear to be essential. For example, C4 plants are able to
both assimilate nitrate and maintain photoprotection in field conditions of high light and variable
water availability. Aside from experiments under low oxygen, the necessity of photorespiration in
a C3 plant could only be probed by the generation of a Rubisco with identical kinetics for carbon
dioxide and no affinity for oxygen, as suggested previously (84). Although such a Rubisco would
doubtlessly improve our understanding of the importance of photorespiration to photoprotection
and nitrate assimilation, the modeling presented here indicates that the larger benefit would be
the increase in food supply. This highlights the conclusion that although photorespiration may be
co-opted into other aspects of metabolism, the process as a whole consumes many plant resources,
and the benefits of efforts to optimize it will likely outweigh the disadvantages.
SUMMARY POINTS
1. Photorespiration is an essential component of plant primary metabolism, but it 
consumes energy and releases carbon dioxide as it detoxifies glycolate following 
oxygenation by Rubisco.
2. Photorespiration increases with temperature and decreases with carbon dioxide in a way 
that can be quantified by mechanistic models.
3. These models reveal that photorespiration is currently decreasing US production of 
soybean and wheat by 148 trillion calories per year.
4. Additionally, a 5% decrease in photorespiratory loss would be worth almost $540million
in international dollars per year.
5. As the atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration and temperature increase with the
continued progression of climate change, crop yield losses due to photorespiration will
decrease but remain significant.
6. Although photorespiration is intimately intertwined with plant metabolism, the benefits
of engineering strategies to improve the efficiency of photorespiration likely outweigh
any disadvantages.
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